The MIDAS Cloud Platform for Testing SOA Applications
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Abstract—While Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) are for many parts deployed online, and today often in a cloud, the testing of the systems still happens mostly locally. In this paper, we want to present the MIDAS Testing as a Service (TaaS), a cloud platform for the testing of SOAs. We focus on the testing of whole SOA orchestrations, a complex task due to the number of potential service interactions and the increasing complexity with each service that joins an orchestration. Since traditional testing does not scale well with such a complex setup, we employ a Model-based Testing (MBT) approach based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the UML Testing Profile (UTP) within MIDAS. Through this, we provide methods for functional testing, security testing, and usage-based testing of service orchestrations. Through harnessing the computational power of the cloud, MIDAS is able to generate and execute complex test scenarios which would be infeasible to run in a local environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the growing size and complexity of software systems in the last decades, quality assurance of software becomes at the same time more important and more difficult. One direction researches and practitioneers have turned towards, which has been gaining traction in recent years [1] is Model-based Testing (MBT). By now, there are multiple tools on the market that support MBT and that are applied in practice. However, the tools themselves are proprietary and often come with high licencing costs. Moreover, the computational resources required for test generation and execution often do not scale well with MBT. This is due to the possibility to derive huge amounts of test cases but the resources for their execution are not available.

There is a growing trend to deploy testing tools on cloud infrastructures, either public or private, in order to provide testing services through the coordinated use of cloud resources according to a pay-per-use business policy [2]. This is due to several reasons. Business applications are becoming more and more dynamic, complex and distributed, so requiring increasingly sophisticated testing techniques and methods to deal with this complexity. In addition, for a growing number of companies it is prohibitive to maintain in-house testing facilities that can mimic real operating environments due to the high cost and technical difficulties, so the demand for new solutions, where the testing process is outsourced and possibly automated, is rapidly increasing. Nevertheless, the migration of legacy test software to the cloud is a complex task and if it is not done correctly, the underlying cloud infrastructure will not be used efficiently.

Within the “Model and Inference Driven - Automated testing of Services architectures” (MIDAS) project, we built a power testing platform directly on the cloud. Therefore, MIDAS comes without upfront licencing costs and scales in terms of computational power. The idea is to provide a Testing as a Service (TaaS) platform on the cloud, where users of MIDAS can come and rent testing resources as they require them. First of all, this shifts the costs from upfront licencing costs to pay-per-use. This is an advantage, especially for smaller companies who may want to try MBT but cannot risk a failed investment. Moreover, MIDAS is elastic due to its cloud nature, which means that the computational resources scale dynamically as required. Because MIDAS is naturally built as a cloud application, it can harness the computational power of the cloud efficiently and execute complex test scenarios which otherwise may be infeasible.
The test methods developed as part of the MIDAS project are for testing Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) orchestrations. SOA orchestrations are a good example of the complexity explosion one faces with modern applications. While testing an SOA based service on its own is feasible, once orchestrations of multiple services are considered, the complexity explodes rapidly. Within MIDAS, we counteract this through the elasticity of the cloud and the MBT approach. The MBT approach is based on the MIDAS Domain Specific Language (DSL), a selection of concepts from Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the UML Testing Profile (UTP). However, the MIDAS TaaS is built to be an open and extensible platform for new test methods. With the DSL as foundation, the platform supports test generation and scheduling with methods from functional testing, security testing, and usage-based testing. Moreover, to fully support test automation, the platform contains services for the generation of Testing and Test Control Notation version 3 (TTCN-3) code from test cases described with the MIDAS DSL, as well as TTCN-3 compilation and execution services based on TTworkbench [3].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we discuss the structure of the MIDAS TaaS cloud platform and its general features. This includes how test methods are integrated in the TaaS and made available to MIDAS users. Afterwards, in Section III we present the MIDAS DSL and the methods for functional testing, security testing, and usage-based testing available on the platform. Finally, we conclude this paper and give an outlook on future works in Section IV.

II. THE CLOUD–BASED MIDAS PLATFORM

The MIDAS platform is designed and architected according to the SOA computing paradigm, and deployed on a public cloud infrastructure as a software system providing advanced and off–the–shelf testing methods and capabilities, to be paid–per–use in the digital economy era. In fact, from an end–user perspective, the MIDAS platform will be made accessible over the Internet as a multi–tenancy Testing Software as a Service, we refer to as the MIDAS Testing as a Service (MIDAS TaaS).

The cloud service model adopted for the MIDAS cloud deployment is the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), mainly because of the possibility it offers to developers to fully control the entire software environment in which their applications are developed [4]. This is a crucial requirement for the MIDAS platform development since it relies on components that are developed and implemented by the MIDAS technical partners in an independent way, and that have to be integrated in a complete application. Furthermore, MIDAS includes legacy commercial software, such as the TTworkbench execution engine [3], that may require specific software support to be included in the MIDAS platform. Finally, since an IaaS cloud relies on virtualization technologies, the portability of the MIDAS platform to different cloud providers is guaranteed. The drawbacks of IaaS cloud solutions may be an additional complexity and effort required to set up and deploy the application.

In accordance to the project requirement of using a public cloud infrastructure, and to the analysis of available cloud providers [5], the Amazon Elastic Computing (EC2) platform [6] has been adopted. It represents a good candidate solution since it currently offers the best compromise among cost, MIDAS development needs, and elasticity mechanisms. In fact, it provides advanced solutions concerning the possibility to achieve computing elasticity, to tackle data storage reliability, persistency, and fault tolerance.

A. The SOA design of the MIDAS Platform

All functionalities of MIDAS are exposed as services, due to the applied SOA paradigm. The MIDAS services, also referred to as MIDAS components, are asynchronous and stateless Web services accessed through well–defined APIs and communicating with each other. All services are being developed according to their specifications to guarantee their interoperability. In addition, the MIDAS SOA design allows to address the interoperability problem, very crucial in software testing automation, that is achieved through the use of a testing software catalogue (the MIDAS portfolio) of preconfigured and stable testing methods that use shared interfaces.

End users and test method developers are grouped in logical entities called respectively tenancies that are separated user computing spaces managed by the corresponding administrators. Conceptually, tenancies represent units of: a) users identification and authentication; b) cloud resources allocation, accounting and billing; c) data and services ownership and access.

The MIDAS services are classified according to their usage, therefore, we allow the management of both the different access policies for their usage, and the different computational resources they need. As reported in Figure 1, the MIDAS services are grouped as follows:

1) **Tenancy Admin services** that include: a) the Identification & Authentication service allowing tenancy administrators to manage tenancy end users, and to verify that each member of a tenancy is authenticated before invoking the facilities of that tenancy;
Amazon cloud infrastructure can scale by exploiting the elasticity services of the underlying tenancy instance has its own private cloud resources pool that requirements of basic components, as specified in [7]. Each cloud takes into account mainly the sandbox and scalability properties of any method in the portfolio; and c) the File Management service, allowing end users to access the file system private to the tenancy they belong to, and to perform the usual operations supported by a file system.

2) **End users services** that include: a) the Test Gen & Run service allowing end users to asynchronously start the execution of a test task (either a test generation or a test execution task), and to actively poll it to inspect the status and the resulting output of any started test task; b) the Test Method Query service, allowing end users to list the test methods currently part of the MIDAS portfolio, and to retrieve the properties of any method in the portfolio; and c) the File Management service, allowing end users to access the file system private to the tenancy they belong to, and to perform the usual operations supported by a file system.

3) **Core services** that include: a) the Test Generation service, responsible for automatically generating test cases, test scripts and model transformations for testing; and b) the Test Run service, that coordinates the run of a specific test cycle, consisting in an optional scheduling phase, a mandatory execution phase, and an optional arbitration phase.

### B. The MIDAS Architecture for the Cloud

The deployment of the MIDAS TaaS platform on the cloud takes into account mainly the sandbox and scalability requirements of basic components, as specified in [7]. Each tenancy instance has its own private cloud resources pool that can scale by exploiting the elasticity services of the underlying Amazon cloud infrastructure.

Each tenancy instance is a logical composition of two basic deployment units, (see Figure 2), i.e., two Virtual Machine Images (VMIs), one hosting the Tenancy Administration and End user services (VM1), and the other one hosting the Core services (VM2). The rationale of this choice is due to the different scalability and elasticity requirements of the two groups of services. In fact, most of the workload is expected from the use of the Core Services that host the executor engine, the compiler of TTCN-3 scripts, and the testing components developed by the MIDAS partners. In principle, there is no functional requirement that obliges to have Core services in the same deployment unit. The rationale of grouping these services in a single deployment unit is to allow the entire pool of services working instances and associated resources to be scaled as a whole through Amazon elasticity mechanisms, and to resize the VMs computing resources together with the CPUs, RAM, and network I/O according to the requirements of the MIDAS components.

For what concerns MIDAS storage requirements, MIDAS services need *temporary disk space* for service execution, since each single running service may temporarily read/write data whose persistence lasts from the service invocation time to the reply time. A *short-term persistent disk space* is needed to implement custom data sharing among services during single test method generation and run activities. In fact, end user services, like Test Gen & Run, are composite services orchestrating more atomic services, so although all MIDAS services are stateless, component services in an orchestration may communicate exchanging data files through a shared memory disk space. The persistence of these data must last from the invocation time to the reply time of the composite service. Finally, MIDAS must supply a *persistent disk space* for user data including models, test data, test logs, journals and documentation.

The store volumes associated to an Amazon EC2 instance, i.e. the EBS Volumes or Ephemeral Disks, provide a satisfactory solution for the temporary and short-term persistent disk spaces, since they are available until the instance is destroyed. Instead, for the user data persistent space shared among the different users of a tenancy, a suitable solution is Amazon S3. Its data model could also be used to logically partition data among different tenancies in a sandboxed way, if required. The Amazon RDS database solution is adopted for the implementation of the End user, Core and Tenancy admin services requiring to store structured information with frequent accesses. The first prototype of the MIDAS TaaS on the cloud and the mapping of its components to Amazon AWS services are shown in Figure 2.

### C. The MIDAS integration strategy

Test method developers are the MIDAS technical partners in charge of developing test methods, and they directly contribute to the development of the platform itself. In fact, the developed test methods are integrated into the MIDAS platform, so becoming part of the complete platform deployed on the cloud, and updated, at each version increment, with the latest release of its components.

To allow the developers to implement and integrate their components and test methods in the MIDAS TPaaS, a virtualization approach was adopted already in the development phase.
of the MIDAS platform. The separation between resource provision and operating systems introduced by virtualization technologies is the key enabler for cloud computing, more specifically for IaaS clouds.

The MIDAS test developers have been provided with a seamless, loosely coupled development and integration platform, referred to as the MIDAS Development Environment supporting them in their implementation, debugging and testing activities. The MIDAS Development Environment relies on open-source and stable virtualization technologies, and it is used to develop all the MIDAS components in a consolidated and shared VMI, and to configure and manage all the software packages required for the development of the MIDAS platform components, including third party software dependencies. The shared VMI includes standard hardware architecture, operating system, developer tools, application containers, web servers, and libraries shared among all partners. It is deployed on a local machine by each developer partner, so allowing to locally provide an emulation of the basic MIDAS platform on the cloud. In fact, the MIDAS Development Environment includes all the main building blocks of the MIDAS platform deployed on the cloud. The virtualized MIDAS development environment is deployed on the Amazon cloud infrastructure, and updated every time a new release of its components is available.

The adoption of a shared VMI to develop the components of the MIDAS platform prevents from using cloud resources in the MIDAS development phase, so allowing for a cost-effective strategy to develop and deploy the MIDAS platform on the cloud. In addition, it guarantees the interoperability of the independently developed components since they are released only once they are stable and run in the same shared environment aligned among all partners.

D. The MIDAS Monitoring and Billing services

The MIDAS platform is equipped with an Accounting and Billing service responsible for monitoring the usage of both MIDAS services and computing resources on the cloud. The gathered monitoring data is then processed to provide accounting and billing information for the MIDAS tenancies. The service is built on top of the Amazon Account Billing service, and it will be customized according to the adopted MIDAS business model. This is done by associating an Amazon Identity and Access Management (IAM) account to each Tenancy admin created by the MIDAS TaaS administrator to monitor the usage of Amazon EC2 resources (computing resources, elastic load balancer, autoscaling), Amazon RDS resources, Amazon S3 Storage resources, I/O requests, and so on for each tenancy.

In addition, also events at the platform level are monitored within MIDAS, based on interception of all SOAP messages exchanged among MIDAS web services. The basic element of the implementation of the MIDAS monitoring is an application server interceptor, a small software automatically deployed with the MIDAS platform on the cloud in any web application container, which is responsible to automatically process all incoming and outgoing SOAP messages, to extract relevant timestamped information such as user identifier, test method identifier, and target service that can be used by the Accounting and Billing service to perform more elaborated operations.

By enabling the Consolidating Billing of Amazon AWS, a monthly report of cloud resources consumption for each tenancy will be stored on Amazon S3 and processed to report all information about cloud resources consumption. Also, the resources consumption of each tenancy user is tracked by keeping the history of user activities and the amount of CPU time spent in each testing task. This information will be used to charge, according to the MIDAS business model, the tenancy users for both cloud resources and MIDAS services usage.

III. SOA TESTING WITH MIDAS

A. The MIDAS DSL

One of the main principles of the MIDAS platform design was to use a single language for input models for each test method based on UML, the so-called MIDAS DSL. The specification and implementation of the MIDAS DSL followed the recommendation of Bran Selic [8] for developing UML profiles. At first, a pure conceptual model was designed. Afterwards, this conceptual model was realized by appropriate modeling languages. The MIDAS DSL is designed as a conglomerate of complementary UML profiles, both standardized and proprietary ones. The standardized parts of the MIDAS DSL are UML [9] and UTP [10]. In such cases where concepts required for a test method developer were not sufficiently addressed by these standards, additional concepts were implemented as a proprietary MIDAS UML profile (see Figure 3).

The MIDAS DSL consists of the conceptual parts test planning, test design, test data, and test scheduling. Test planning. This part deals with the definition of a test context, or sub-test process (as it is called in ISO 29119). Main concepts of this part are test plan, test requirement, test context, test level and test type.

Test design. This part offers concepts to describe both test design models (artifacts that are used as input for a test generator) and test cases (artifacts that represent manually or automatically derived test cases). UML Interactions are commonly known as Sequence diagrams. UML Interactions are commonly known as Sequence diagrams.
Test data. Testing is mainly about data exchange between the System Under Test (SUT) and its environment. In a test case, data is either used to describe a stimulus to the SUT or an expected response from the SUT. For fundamental data definitions, UML already offers various ValueSpecifications. In order to specify efficient and concise test cases, these concepts are not sufficient, in particular for the definition of expected responses. Hence, the MIDAS DSL complements UML and UTP with additional ValueSpecifications realized as Stereotypes. These ValueSpecifications cover regular expressions, collections and variants thereof (such as sets, subsets, supersets etc.), and enumerated values.

Test scheduling. Test scheduling enables the tester to order the respective test cases for execution according to a certain test strategy. A risk-aware scheduling could be such a test strategy. Test schedules are expressed as UML Activities within a test context.

The MIDAS platform also offers a dedicated MIDAS test model to executable TTCN-3 transformation. The generation of executable TTCN-3 test scripts from UTP-based models has been previously discussed ([12], [13]). We contributed to this work by extending the transformation with the newly developed concepts of the MIDAS profile. This guaranteed the applicability and feasibility of the concepts.

The experiences made with the MIDAS DSL, its benefits, as well as its drawbacks provided valuable feedback for the currently undergoing efforts towards a major revision of the UTP, i.e., UTP 2. Many parts of the MIDAS conceptual model and the realizing UML profile implementations have been contributed to the development of UTP 2. The most important findings from developing and applying the MIDAS DSL were the test design directives and test design strategies, as well as the additional ValueSpecifications.

B. Functional Testing

The MIDAS platform aims at the full automation of testing methods. Service functional conformance test automation is by definition model-based: what can be automated is the test of the compliance of the service architecture under test (SAUT) with its formal model. The idea behind extreme automation is that the only manual task for the developer is the production of the SAUT models that, once built reduces the marginal cost of human effort to zero. The service functional testing activity is decomposable in the tasks listed below organised in two main test cycles: (i) test generation cycle (test case production, test oracle production) and (ii) test run cycle (test execution/arbitration, test reporting, test scheduling).

1) Test generation cycle: having the strongest impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of software testing, test case generation has been implemented by a wide range of intensive techniques that aim at automating the approach. Notable techniques are model-based, model-checking-based, random, and search-based testing [14]. For SOA, formal techniques have the strongest impact on functional testing. We specifically combine symbolic execution and verification techniques based on Petri nets for oracle and test case generation. To generate test oracles, we mainly use inputs describing the external expected behaviour of each participant in the SAUT, the system architecture service composition (SCA) [15], and the services interfaces (in WSDL). State Charts XML (SCXML) are used to specify the behavioural models [16].

Figure 4 shows the inputs and outputs of the functional test generation method, from a user perspective. All inputs and outputs are XML documents, which allows to cross reference elements from one document to another, and enables consistency checking. A user of this method will have to provide, apart from the service description (WSDL), the service component architecture (SCA) and each participant’s protocol state machine (SCXML). At least a payload (i.e. SOAP message as input data) is requested for each stimulus, to help the test generation method in inferring further input payloads for that stimulus. A test definition specifies the execution path that a test case yields, while a test sample is the associated data flow (exchanged SOAP messages along the execution path), given the stimulus payload.

Different strategies are combined to generate relevant data to build the oracles for the test cases. Explored strategies are random, boundary values, and domain partitioning by analysing transfer functions (business rules in the SCXML) manipulating values across the exchanged SOAP messages. In addition, hints may be provided for test case generation, such as specific ranges of values and specific types of message.

2) Test Scheduling: Test scheduling gives a specific order of running to the test cases of a test suite. There is a distinction between (i) static and (ii) dynamic scheduling. Static scheduling is batch scheduling, which is also known as prioritisation. Dynamic scheduling is the choice at run time of the next test case to run. Dynamic scheduling requires the action of an artificial agent that is able to decide at each Test run cycle the test case to run on the basis of a decision that takes into account the context in which the cycle is situated and the history of the past cycles. In principle, the scheduler should decide the next test case to run on the basis of its fitness to different criteria (for instance the fault-exposing potential [17]). With dynamic scheduling the fitness of each not-yet-performed test case can change at each cycle on the basis of the evolving test session context and the past test verdicts. Automated test scheduling requires the automation of methods for strategic reasoning and troubleshooting. If the automated test execution/arbitration is available, the complete automation of the dynamically scheduled test run cycle is possible.

a) Probabilistic Modelling: The probability theory has proven to be one of the most promising frameworks for representing uncertainty within a decision framework thanks to its ability of modelling a complex reality with maximum accuracy and minimum number of parameters. Our claim is
that probabilistic inference can drive dynamic test scheduling that improves failure seeking and troubleshooting. The Scheduler decision module follows a (model-based) probabilistic test scheduling approach. In order to initialise and configure its embedded inference engine, the Scheduler builds a probabilistic model (Bayesian Network, BN) of the SAUT by using the functional hierarchical model of the SAUT, the model of the test scenarios and the Test Suite data set.

b) Functional SOA Testing Inference: The scheduler compiles the probabilistic model of the SAUT into an Arithmetic Circuit (AC, [18]) by using an original compilation algorithm [19]. The inference engine on the AC is an internal module of the Scheduler. To each execute/arbitrate cycle (with test samples as inputs and test verdicts as outputs) corresponds a schedule inference cycle (with test verdicts as inputs and test samples as outputs). The Scheduler manages its internal inference engine by setting: (i) prior probabilities on its top variables at the initialisation and (ii) assumptions/beliefs/observations (evidence realisations) on the other variables potentially at any inference cycle. The inference permits to calculate $P(X|e)$ where $X$ is an unobserved variable and $e$ is the evidence of the actual state of the scheduler and then the fitness of each non-executed test case. Different policies are proposed to exploit those probabilities and influence the decision of the next test case ([20], [21]).

3) Evidence-driven Test Case Generation: Evidence-driven test case generation shall be intended in the context of this research as the arrangement and timetabling of the tasks described above. In particular, evidence-driven test case generation organises the test generation cycle, the test run cycle and the relationship between them. In principle, the test generation cycle and the test run cycle can be separated and managed independently. The test generation cycles produce collections of test samples (test suites) that are stored for future use. These test suites are inputs of the test run cycle that is performed asynchronously. Advanced test scheduling can supply inputs to test planning, by indicating, on the basis of the verdicts of past test runs, some specifications about the production of new test cases. The Scheduler should supply directives and data to the test case production task, for example by focusing the test generation activity on the coverage of specific regions of the service component architecture or on specific type of messages or, on the contrary, by conducting a breadth-first search for failures.

C. Security Testing

Security Testing means to find security relevant weaknesses in the implementation of a system or a web service. Such weaknesses may be exploited by an attacker, e.g. in order to crash it, get access to prohibited data or functionality, or manipulate it, i.e. to perform actions that may affect its confidentiality, integrity, or availability (CIA). With respect to the daily attacks on systems by foreign governments and intelligence agencies as well as hacker groups, it is inevitable to find as many weaknesses as possible before releasing a system or web service. As web services are naturally exposed to networks and thus, they are easier to attack than other systems. As an integral part, the MIDAS platform also provides services to perform security testing of web services. For this purpose, two different approaches of fuzzing techniques are employed, i.e. data fuzzing and behavioral fuzzing. Additionally, a first approach of the combination of both techniques is implemented.

1) Data Fuzzing: Data fuzzing is an established technique where invalid or unexpected input data is injected to the interface of a system. A secure way of a system to handle such data may be rejecting it and responding with an error message or sanitizing it by replacing or escaping malicious parts of it. However, to do so, the system has to detect that the received data is invalid. This task is performed by input validation mechanisms. However, if these mechanisms are faulty or even missing, invalid input data is able to pass the interface and gets processed by the business logic. Achieving this allows the modification of the behavior of a system in a malicious way as described above. Data fuzzing aims at generating such invalid input data that is able to reveal faulty input validation mechanisms.

As the possible input space for invalid input data generated by data fuzzing techniques is huge, we avoid that the model contains all the fuzz test data. To achieve this, we employ a mechanism called test strategies. Test strategies are a way to determine how test cases or test data shall be derived from a given model. We developed a UML profile that contains test strategies specific for data fuzzing. A test strategy specifies how fuzz test data shall be generated for a given message parameter using its type and possible valid data. By this approach, the model is kept small and contains the minimal set of test cases that are abstract in that way that they contain only valid but no invalid, i.e. fuzzed data. Actual fuzz test data are generated at test execution time.

These test strategies are implemented by the fuzzing heuristics the data fuzzing library Fuzzino2 is providing. Fuzzino is an Open Source test data generator for fuzzing that supports test data generation for String and number data types based on fuzzing heuristics from the popular Open Source fuzzers Peach and Sulley. We extended Fuzzino in order to support and fuzz additionally data structures important for web services.

2) Behavioral Fuzzing: Another kind of fuzzing is called behavioral fuzzing [22]. In contrast to data fuzzing, invalid message sequences are generated from valid ones. Different behavioral fuzzing operators are modifying functional test cases in order to transform them to behavioral fuzzed test cases that generate invalid message sequences. Doing so, it is possible to find security-relevant weaknesses for instance in the authentication and authorization mechanisms. In addition, we are also investigating the combination of both, data and behavioral fuzzing. This means to send invalid messages as well as invalid data such that weaknesses can be found more efficiently than employing merely one technique and in order to find weaknesses that a single technique would not find. Figure 5 depicts the principle of test generation for behavioral fuzzing. A functional test case (on the left) is modified by a behavioral fuzzing operator RepeatMessage such that the HTTP get request contains two host messages instead one. Since only one host message is allowed, the resulting message sequence is invalid.

![Figure 5: Principle of test generation for behavioral fuzzing](http://example.com/figure5.png)

We use functional test cases in form of UML sequence diagrams as starting point for our fuzz test case generation.

---

2 http://github.com/fraunhoferfokus/Fuzzino
This is reasonable because the SUT should be functionally tested before security testing is performed. The reason is that as long as functional bugs are being fixed, new weaknesses may be induced as well as existing ones may be removed. Therefore, security testing should start when functional testing has been finished. On the other hand, security testing can benefit from functional testing by reusing the functional test cases as starting point for the different fuzzing techniques aforementioned.

As described above, the test case space is that huge that executing all test cases is usually impossible. This is true for data fuzzing as well for behavioral fuzzing and even more for the combination of both techniques. In order to cope with this challenge, we developed a metric for the complexity of the negative input space. It is based on works from Cataldo et al. [23] as well as Bandi et al. [24] who investigated a correlation between interface complexity and error proneness of its implementation. We make use of this correlation by adapting it for data fuzzing where the complexity of this space—e.g. number of boundaries of valid value ranges, (conditional) dependencies between parameters—seems to be relevant for the error proneness of the corresponding input validation mechanisms. Therefore, we calculate a score based on the negative input space complexity to schedule the data fuzz test cases aiming at executing test cases with a higher probability to find a weakness.

D. Usage-based Testing

The usage-based testing part of the project aims at bringing existing techniques for usage-based testing (e.g., [25], [26]) to a level, where they are ready to be applied in the industry. Usage-based testing is based on the idea to optimize the user-experienced quality [27] and, therefore, it generates and/or selects tests that cover highly used parts of the software. In general, usage-based testing consists of three steps:

1) obtain a usage journal;
2) create a usage profile; and
3) select/generate tests.

With MIDAS, we provide a complete tool set to automate all three steps. The tooling is based on the AutoQUEST platform [28] for observation-based quality assurance. MIDAS reuses existing AutoQUEST components and adds additional components to the framework in order to harness the functionalities for usage-based testing provided by AutoQUEST.

To obtain the usage journal, we record each SOAP message exchange between services of a SOA. This is done using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) proxies located in front of any service. A proxy receives any request sent to a specific service, forwards it to the service, receives the service response, stores the request and the response in eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format into a log file, and sends the service response to the client. Through this, we get a usage journal of an individual service being made up of XML encoded message exchanges in a log file. The journals of many services can be combined to a usage journal of the whole SOA.

The gathered usage data can then be handled by MIDAS services to create a usage profile. The usage profiles are Markov models that describe the probability of the next SOAP message. Figure 6 shows a small example of a usage profile where a user calls operations from two services called *ixsqm* and *rlus*. MIDAS provides a service for the automated inference of a usage profile based on the usage journal. The inferred usage profile is stored on the platform, and it can then be exploited by usage-based testing techniques.

MIDAS offers multiple ways to exploit the usage profiles. The most important one is the automated generation of tests through random walks. This way, MIDAS users are able to create a test suite, where the test cases mimic the behavior of the service’s users. The generated tests are in form of UML interactions and compliant to the MIDAS DSL (see Section III-A). In combination with the services for TTCN-3 generation, compilation and execution, an automated testing approach from usage observation via over usage profile inference, test suite generation, and test execution is possible.

Moreover, MIDAS provides a usage-based scheduling service that is also based on usage profiles. Given a test suite described in the MIDAS DSL (i.e., as UML interactions), MIDAS calculates a usage score for each test case, where the usage score reflects the likelihood that the scenario executed by the test case would be executed by the user. The scheduling service then creates a schedule for the test cases where the test case with the highest likelihood is executed first, then the second highest likelihood, etc. This ensures that the tests that affect the user experienced quality are executed first, which is important if not all tests can be executed, e.g., due to a lack of time or available resources.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the MIDAS TaaS platform for the MBT of SOA orchestrations. The MBT is based on the MIDAS DSL, one of the key drivers of the standardization of the UTP version 2.0 at the Object Management Group (OMG) and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The platform is open and features a flexible functionality for the development of new test methods. Currently, functional testing, security testing and usage-based testing are supported. Finally, since the MIDAS platform is provided as a Testing as a Service on the cloud, it allows end users to use it by renting testing resources as they require them according to a pay-per-use business policy. This is advantageous mainly for small and medium enterprises for which the cost of in-house testing may become prohibitive from both an economic and technical point of view. In addition, the design of the MIDAS platform as a SOA cloud-based platform, allowed to effectively exploit the features of the underlying cloud infrastructure, that is usually more difficult when simply migrating already existing applications to the cloud.
Fig. 6: Example of a usage profile. The first part of each node is the service that is called, the second part the operation of the service, e.g., `rlus.put` is a call of the `put` operation of the `rlus` service. `START` and `END` are virtual operations that signify the start/end of a user session. The edges denote the probability of operation calls given the last operation, e.g., the operation `rlus.list` is called with a probability of 0.043 after the `rlus.put` operation.

In the future, the test methods will be further extended, e.g., by expanding the functional testing to so-called evidence-based testing, where the tests are dynamically scheduled and created based on the test outcomes. Furthermore, the combination of fuzzing and usage-based testing is a promising approach for security testing that will be investigated. Finally, through cooperation, e.g., with the FITTEST project [29], more test methods shall be brought to the platform.
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APPENDIX

Since MIDAS is a cloud platform, a tenancy of this platform will be made ready for demonstration purposes during the conference. This tenancy will be used both for a live demonstration, as well as private demonstrations for interested researchers and practitioners.

Within the live demonstration during the presentation, we plan to show the following steps to the audience.

- We will start by using the Papyrus UML plug-in to demonstrate how a very simple SUT is modelled with the MIDAS DSL.
- Then, we will give an overview of the features of the cloud platform, including the billing and monitoring facilities.
- With the remainder of the time, we will demonstrate how to apply concrete test methods with the MIDAS platform using a DSL input model. The demonstrations will feature test case generation, test case scheduling, and TTCN-3 generation. Depending on the available time, the generated tests will also be compiled and executed against a sample SUT.